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Scouting and analytics
Scouting reports
Since the beginning of my professional coaching career in 2004, I was responsible for making
scouting reports and analyzing the opponents’ games. Obviously throughout the years I have
learned and became better on how to provide
the players with the right information. My focus is
on the quality of information I give them and not
quantity. Actually, now that I think about it, I also
on the quantity (less is more).
Every year my scouting reports are slightly
different. The core of the report stays the same,
but there are always small differences like adding
and changing information. Every team that you
work with is different, even if you stay with the
same club and work mostly with the same
players. All players process information
differently and do this at their own pace.
Therefor I always adjust the scouting reports to the teams/players I work with. I believe
there is no “standard scouting report” that fits to every team. Every year you have customize
it to the players you are working with.

Choosing the right amount of information
I believe when making a scouting report, it is key that we do not overload them with
information! When overloading the players they become like slow computers, still able to do
the task, but at a slower pace.
In general many problems can occur. Some examples are: information is no longer stored,
they become less motivated and less connected with the task, worse execution of even
“simple” things and sometimes it can even lead to loss of self-confidence.
On the defensive end information overload can lead to confusion, hesitation and slower
decision which is not something we want when we are trying to win games.
A phrase I like to use is: “Less is more”. This can be challenging because we as coaches want
to give them as much information as possible and sometimes think everything is important.
I also believe in: “the quicker the head, the quicker the feet”. Meaning you give them the key
information without slowing them down. That way they can execute their task(s) at a high
speed, which leads to a better result(s).
We have to be selective with the information and only provide them with key information!

Resources and database
I have worked with teams that had a lot of resources and information available and teams
that only had video of full games. The basic game box score or season statistics are available
on different websites. You will not have a problem finding these stats. However if you want
to get more into detail and provide key information to your players you can use advanced
statistics. Some of the sources where you can find advanced statistics are: Synergy, Instat
and basketball-reference.com. You can also use the box score, the play by play and the
shooting chart to obtain advanced statistics.
The advanced stats provide you with great in-depth information about a team’s and players’
strengths, weaknesses and habits. For example they show you what a player likes to do,
when he likes to do it and where he is most effective when doing this. This information is
very useful when you want to create an in-depth and accurate scouting report.
When I worked for teams that did not have the advanced stats available, I had to get
creative and simply build my own database. Throughout the years that database not only got
bigger but also more reliable, as it provides more data.
When

The use of video
I think using video is critical to prepare / evaluate yourself and the opponent and therefor I
use it a lot. Also looking at clips from practice is very helpful because that way you can give
players immediate feedback and don’t have to wait for the video of the game. Also players
like to watch themselves and the thing I like is that video doesn’t lie.
Every week I have a minimum of 3 video sessions:
- before 1st practice after the game (evaluation of ourselves) 20-25 minutes
- before last team practice of the game (game preparation, individual and team clips of
opponent) max 25 minutes
- before shoot around on game day (possibly repeat of individual clips and watch a
quarter of a game). 20-25 minutes
During our evaluation I like to have an open discussion with the players and like to hear their
opinion. We talk about our strengths and weaknesses and if we have achieved our goals for
the game and how to improve what we are doing.
Besides the team video sessions I also have individual sessions with players during the week.
These sessions take place before the team video sessions or before practice. They are short
(2-3 minutes) and used for individual feedback and development.
Another good time to discuss and watch video is during your travelling on road games. I also
send the players clips during the week, which can save me some time during the video
sessions.

General info (1 page)
Below is an example of one of my scouting report templates. I think most of it speaks for
itself. In regards to the key stats wins and losses: I try to find if there is a significant
difference in a team’s wins and loss stats which then also can be used in our keys to the
game.

Personnel (2 pages)
The information about their personnel usually is 2 pages long. It consists different
information like their position, height, wins and loss stats, R or L handed, our key defensive
points and strengths and weaknesses. I always include a picture of the player so they can
connect a face with the description of the player.

In regards to the stats I look at the following:
Season averages: From last 2-3 years, especially in the beginning of the season.
Offensive:
- How does he score?
- Field goals: 2PA, 2PM, %, 3PA, 3PM, %.
- FT’s: FTA, FTM.
- In how many minutes?
- Offensive rebounds.
- Assists (how) and turnovers (when).
Defensive
- PF (foul trouble).
- Shot blocker
- Steals (how? video!).
Look for anything that stands out.
- Struggling or hot lately?
- Inconsistencies?
- 3P shooter, streaky?
- Playing minutes going down?
- Etc..

Look at both the domestic and international leagues for possible differences!

I have placed more information about advanced stats below the playbook page.

Game plan (1 page)
In the defensive and offensive game plan I write our key points for the game and what we
have to pay attention too.
Our defensive plan is usually pretty much set. Meaning we have basic philosophy, but there
can always be exceptions depending on their personnel and / or their strengths and
weaknesses as a team. This plan usually contains 3 solutions.
Our offensive game plan consists how we will play against their defense. Like our defense we
have a basic offensive philosophy but will make adjustments depending on their defense.
For example if the opponent likes to ice ball screen on the side, what sets / players we use to
attack them. In our who to attack plan I write down which defender we want to attack, with
who and how we will do that (1 on 1, post ups, etc. etc.). The player we want to attack can
be a weaker defender or a player we want to get in (early) foul trouble.

Playbook (2 pages)
The playbook section contains the opponents’ plays and is divided up into different
categories like transition, most run sets (ball screen sets, post up sets, horns sets, etc. etc.),
Slob and Blob, ATO’s and EOG plays.
I might leave out the plays that we can defend with our “regular” defense. I will show these
plays, or talk about them, during the walk through so players will not be surprised in the
game.

Example of ball screen sets

Advanced stats
If available I like to use advanced stats for an in-depth analysis.
- Tendencies
- Specific situations
- Etc..

Offensive
- What type of player? specialist / all-rounder / role player?
- How does he score: transition, spot up shooter, post ups, PR situations?
- Where does he score? Locations on the floor.
- How does he assist?
- When does he turn the ball over?
- Etc..

Offensive play types

Example of P+R offense
Overall PR

High PR

R side PR

L side PR

Transition

Iso drive direction

Conclusions / tendencies in scouting report
What are the player’s tendencies, strengths and weaknesses?
Example of offensive break down:
How does he score?
- More driver or more shooter? Both?
- Driver: prefer to drive with R / L hand, locations on the floor, how does he finish?
- Shooter: shooting range, streaky, coming off screens / spot, how to close out!
- What are his go to moves?
- Other ways of scoring: post, cuts, offensive rebounds, PR situations, transition.
- How we defend him!

For coaches who do not have access to advanced stats, I would suggest that you start
building up your own database of the games you analyze. In the beginning you might not
have the most accurate information, since you probably will not look at all the games of your
opponent. But over time, as your database starts to expand, your information will become
more and more accurate. This way you will also be able to analyze the opponent and make a
solid scouting report, without having watched all of their games.
When you build up your own database, it is important to keep it very organized. Work with
different categories, so you are always able to find what you are looking for. Do it any way
you want, as long as it is clear for you! After all is your database.
I would suggest you separate the individual player individual actions (shots, ball screen
actions, offensive rebounds etc. etc.), from the team’s offensive and defensive actions.

BUILDING UP YOUR OWN DATABASE
-

Organize!
Work with different categories
Create your own coding / tagging system

Example of database
Season games

Video clips all opponents

#6

#5

Team
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